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‘THE DEFINITIVE ERIC COATES’
ERIC COATES CONDUCTS HIS OWN COMPOSITIONS

All of his commercially released recordings 1923 - 1957

CD ONE 78.08

1 The Merrymakers - Overture (1923)      4:21
  London Symphony Orchestra   03/11/1931
  HMV C 2449   Matrix Number: 2B 2007-1

Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

       FROM MEADOW TO MAYFAIR - SUITE  (1931)
2  In The Country - Rustic Dance     3:12
3  A Song By The Way - Romance      4:03
4 Evening In Town - Valse      4:20
  London Symphony Orchestra 03/11/1931
  HMV C 2448 & 2449   Matrix Numbers: 2B 2008-2, 2009-2 & 2010-2

Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

5  Summer Afternoon - Idyll (1931)      3:28
  Symphony Orchestra   05/05/1934
  Columbia DB 1382   Matrix Number: 14470-2
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

6 Cinderella - Phantasy (1929)      12:46
  Symphony Orchestra (Actually London Philharmonic Orchestra) 04/03/1935
  Columbia DX 711 & 712   Matrix Numbers: CAX 7452-1, 7453-2 & 7454-1
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

7 By The Sleepy Lagoon - Valse Serenade (Extended Version) (1930)     4:36
  Symphony Orchestra (Actually London Philharmonic Orchestra) 04/03/1935
  Columbia DX 712   Matrix Number: CAX 7455-2
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.
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The Transfers

I had been contemplating a ‘Definitive’ Eric Coates collection for some time but it was the discovery
of  Michael Payne’s Ph.D. Thesis for Durham University “The Man Who Writes The Tunes” that
encouraged me to start serious work on it. Michael has since turned this thesis into the definitive book
on Coates, “The Life And Music Of Eric Coates” published by Ashgate in 2012,  and I was delighted
when he agreed to write the booklet notes.

The track order:  My original concept was to present the recordings in strict chronological order but
it became apparent that, although this would be ideal for those wishing to analyse and study Coates’
work, some pieces would appear twice on the same CD which would be frustrating for the normal
listener. The approach therefore has been to make each disc a varied and enjoyable selection of his
work.

The acoustic recordings, which I imagine most people will not listen to very often, are grouped at the
end of CD 6. Opinions differ widely on how restoration and remastering of acoustic recordings
should be done. My aim is to reveal as much detail as possible, some of which would not have been
heard when played on a contemporary gramophone. This probably will not satisfy the purists but is,
I think, the best approach for a project such as this.

Although this collection claims to include every commercial recording Coates made, two are missing.
One source says that Covent Garden and Westminster, from The London Suite, recorded in 1933 and
issued on Columbia DX 470 (Matrix number CAX 6748-1) were re-recorded in May 1947 with a new
matrix number (CAX 6748-2) and issued the following month, paired with the original pressing of
Knightsbridge using the same catalogue number. Careful listening and comparison of  the wave
forms shows that they are virtually identical. It is very unlikely that such similarities could occur in
recordings made 14 years apart and only the first is included in this collection.

My sincere thanks are due to collector friends in Australia, Britain, America and Canada without
whose generous help this collection would not have been possible.

Alan Bunting
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21 Over to You - March  (1941)      3:09
  RAF Central Orchestra conducted by Wing Commander O P O’Donnell MVO  1942
  HMV RAF 7   Matrix Number: OEA 9614

22 Holborn - March  (1950)    3:20
  Sidney Torch and his Orchestra   1950
  Parlophone R 3320   Matrix Number: CE 12993 - 1

23 Sweet Seventeen - Concert Valse  (1954)     2:44
  The Melodi Light Orchestra conducted by Ole Jensen  1955
  Chappell C 499   Matrix Number: CH 323
  Actually The Danish State Radio Orchestra conducted by Robert Farnon

24 The Dam Busters - March  (1954)     3:00
 Central Band Of The Royal Air Force

conducted by Wing Commander A E Sims OBE  1955
  HMV B 10877   Matrix Number: OEA 18296-3a.

Compilation, Audio Restoration and Remastering by Alan Bunting.

Original recordings from the collections of Alan Bunting, David Ades, Nathan Brown,
 Peter Dempsey, John Govier, Alan Heinecke, David Lennick, Forrest Patten,

Michael Thomas and Stuart Upton.

Made in the UK by Nimbus Records
c & © 2013 Wyastone Estate Limited

http://www.wyastone.co.uk
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8 The Jester At The Wedding : No.1 The Princess Arrives - March (1932)     3:00
  Symphony Orchestra   05/05/1934
  Columbia DB 1505   Matrix Number: CA 14476-1
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

Re-recorded a year later in a slightly different version (CA 14476-4) which
replaced this one on subsequent pressings of DB 1505 and is on CD5.

9 By The Tamarisk - Intermezzo (1927)     4:13
  Symphony Orchestra (Actually London Philharmonic Orchestra) 01/05/1936
  Columbia DX 737   Matrix Number: CAX 7786-2

10  Saxo-Rhapsody (1936)  8:46
  Symphony Orchestra (Actually London Symphony Orchestra),
  Sigurd Rascher (Alto Saxophone)  15/01/1937
  HMV C 2891   Matrix Numbers: 2EA 4617-2 & 4618-2
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

       SUMMER DAYS - SUITE (1919)
11  In A Country Lane      2:06
12  On The Edge Of The Lake (Isle Of The Waters)      2:19
13 At The Dance      3:42
  Light Symphony Orchestra (Actually LSO)  15/01/1937
  HMV C 2901   Matrix Numbers: 2EA 4619-1 & 4620-1
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.  The First & Second movements are edited.

SPRINGTIME - SUITE (1937)
14 Fresh Morning - Pastorale      4:01
15 Noonday Song - Romance      4:17
16 Dance In The Twilight - Valse      4:02
  Light Symphony Orchestra   24/09/1937
  HMV C 2926 & 2927   Matrix Numbers: 2EA 5353-1, 5354-1 & 5355-1
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17 For Your Delight - Serenade (1937)   4:00
  Light Symphony Orchestra 24/09/1937
  HMV  C 2927   Matrix Number: 2EA 5356-1

 CD TWO 77.57

1 Footlights - Concert Valse (1939)   4:17
  Light Symphony Orchestra 31/01/1940
  Columbia DX 966   Matrix Number: CAX 8715-2
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

2 Last Love - Romance (1939)    3:54
  Light Symphony Orchestra 31/01/1940
  Columbia DX 966   Matrix Number: CAX 8716-1
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

3 The Seven Seas - March (Later re-titled “South Wales & West”) (1937)      3:14
  Light Symphony Orchestra 31/01/1940
  Columbia DB 1904   Matrix Number: CA 17823-1
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

4 I Sing To You (A Souvenir) (1940)  3:17
  Light Symphony Orchestra 31/01/1940
  Columbia DB 1904   Matrix Number: CA 17824-1
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

5 Calling All Workers - March (1940)     2:59
  Symphony Orchestra 27/08/1940
  Columbia  DB 1945   Matrix Number: CA 18125-1

6 Fanfare Number 1 (1943)   0:18
  London Symphony Orchestra 01/02/1944
  HMV JG 214   Matrix Number: CTPX 12587-1
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       TWO LIGHT SYNCOPATED PIECES (1924-1925)
11  Moon Magic       2:13
  Queen’s Hall Light Orchestra conducted by Charles Williams  1946
  Chappell C 258   Matrix Number: 8726

12  Rose Of Samarkand      3:04
  Jack Hylton and his Orchestra  1926
  HMV B 5056   Matrix number: Bb 8311-3

13  The Selfish Giant - A Phantasy  (1925)    8:08
  The New Concert Orchestra conducted by Jack Leon  1945
  Boosey & Hawkes OT 2048   Matrix Numbers: 8278 & 8279

FOUR WAYS SUITE  (1927)
14  Northwards - March      4:12
15  Southwards - Valse      1:17
16  Eastwards - Eastern Dance      2:47
17  Westwards - Rhythm      4:01
   New Light Symphony Orchestra conducted by Joseph Lewis  1934
   HMV C 2665-6

Matrix Numbers: 14) 2B 6881-1  15) & 16) 2B 6880-1  17) 2B 6879-1

18 Mirage - Romance  (1928)      2:43
  Queen’s Hall Light Orchestra conducted by Charles Williams  1942
  Chappell C 148   Matrix Number: CTP 12302-1

19 Under The Stars  (1928)      3:07
         Queen’s Hall Light Orchestra conducted by Charles Williams  1946
        Chappell C 256   Matrix Number: 8727

20  Lazy Night - Valse Romantique  (1931)  2:47
  Cedric Sharpe Sextet  1932
  HMV B 4440   Matrix Number: OB 6228
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BONUS CD SEVEN 74.33

   FROM THE COUNTRYSIDE - SUITE (1914)
1  Early Morning - In The Meadows      1:36
2  Afternoon - Among The Poppies      2:05
3  Evening - At The Fair      3:18
  The Peerless Orchestra   Circa 1918
  Zonophone A 240   Matrix Numbers: z8545f & l8441f

MINIATURE SUITE (1911)
4  Childrens’ Dance      2:16
5  Intermezzo      2:15
6  Scene du Bal      4:11
  Light Symphony Orchestra conducted by Clarence Raybould  1931
  Columbia DX 380   Matrix Numbers: CAX 6500-1 & 6501-1

   JOYOUS YOUTH - SUITE (1921)
7  Introduction      2:34
8  Serenade      2:49
9  Waltz      2:56
  Queen’s Hall Light Orchestra conducted by Charles Williams  1942
  Chappell C 113/114/115   Matrix Numbers: CTP 12228-1 12229-1 & 12230-1
  “Joyous Youth” was recorded acoustically by Coates and is on CD 6

10  Moresque - Dance Interlude (1921)      2:45
  Queen’s Hall Light Orchestra conducted by Charles Williams  1944
  Chappell C 230   Matrix Number: 7113
  “Moresque” was recorded acoustically by Coates and is on CD 6
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7 Salute the Soldier - March (1944)     3:22
  London Symphony Orchestra 01/02/1944
  HMV JG 214   Matrix Number: CTPX 12587-1

8 Fanfare Number 2 (1943)     0:26
  London Symphony Orchestra 01/02/1944
  HMV JG 214   Matrix Number: CTPX 12588-1

9 The Eighth Army March (1942)  2:37
  London Symphony Orchestra 01/02/1944
  HMV JG 214   Matrix Number: CTPX 12588-1
  Tracks 6 to 9 recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

This record was a special issue for the National Savings Committee and
not available for sale to the general public.

       THE FOUR CENTURIES - SUITE (1941)
10  Prelude & Hornpipe - 17th Century      4:21
11  Pavane & Tambourin - 18th Century      4:46
12  Valse - 19th Century      4:41
13  Rhythm - 20th Century      4:16
  The National Symphony Orchestra 10/11/1944
  Decca AK 1273 & 1274 Matrix Numbers: AR 8750-4, 8751-4, 8752-2 & 8753-2
  Recorded at Kingsway Hall, London.

       THE THREE ELIZABETHS - SUITE (1944)
14  Halcyon Days - Elizabeth Tudor      6:35
15  Springtime In Angus - Elizabeth Of Glamis, The Queen Mother      6:37
16  Youth Of Britain (March) - The Princess Elizabeth      4:34
  National Symphony Orchestra  14/11/1944
  Decca AK 1109 & 1110   Matrix Numbers: AR 8859-2, 8860-2, 8861-1 & 8862-2
  Recorded at Kingsway Hall, London.
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17 Dancing Nights - Concert Valse (1931)    6:48
  London Symphony Orchestra  03/10/1945
  Columbia DB 2345   Matrix Numbers: CA 19871-1 & 19872-1
  Recorded at Kingsway Hall, London.

18 London Calling - March (1941)    2:55
  London Symphony Orchestra 19/07/1946
  Columbia DB 2233   Matrix Number: CA 20139
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

19 London Bridge - March (1934)  4:05
  London Symphony Orchestra 19/07/1946
  American Columbia 72597D   Matrix Number: CAX 9620
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One and released only in the USA.

20 London Suite - Knightsbridge March (Abridged Version) (1932)    2:56
  New Symphony Orchestra
  London R 10049   Matrix Number DR 12466-4  02/07/1948
  Recorded at Kingsway Hall, London and released only in the USA.
  Also released as part of a 3 x 78 album “BY A SLEEPY LAGOON” (London LA 43)

 CD THREE 78.33

1 A Song Of Loyalty (Orchestral version) (1935)      3:19
  New Symphony Orchestra
  London R 10047   Matrix Number DR 12461-1  02/07/1948

2 By The Sleepy Lagoon - Valse Serenade (1930)   3:15
  New Symphony Orchestra
  London R 10047   Matrix Number DR 12463-1  02/07/1948
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9 Valse From The Phantasy “The Three Bears” (1949)    3:07
  Queen’s Hall Light Orchestra (Actually New Symphony Orchestra)   16/07/1949
  Decca F 9157 & Chappell C 363

Matrix Numbers: DR 13519 (Decca) CH 41-1 (Chappell)
Recorded at Kingsway Hall, London

10 The Merrymakers - Overture (1923)  4:06
  New Queen's Hall Light Orchestra    23/03/1923
  Columbia L 1529   Matrix Number: 76919  (Acoustic recording)

11  Moresque Dance - Interlude (1921)  3:37
  New Queen's Hall Light Orchestra    23/03/1923
  Columbia L 1529   Matrix Number: 76922  (Acoustic recording)

       JOYOUS YOUTH - SUITE (1921)
12  Introduction      4:04
13  Serenade      3:59
14  Valse      3:30
  The Aeolian Orchestra   March 1923
  Vocalion D 02151 and 02152   Matrix Numbers: 03506/8  (Acoustic recording)

15 Summer Days Suite : At The Dance (1919) 3:59
  The Aeolian Orchestra   March 1923
  Vocalion D 02152   Matrix Number: 03509  (Acoustic recording)

16 The Selfish Giant - A Phantasy (arr. Leighton Lucas) (1925)   8:06
  Jack Hylton's No.1 Band augmented with his Kit-Cat Band

and directed by Eric Coates 19/02/1926
  HMV C 1253   Matrix Numbers: Cc-7934-2 and 7935-3
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 CD SIX 70.25

1 Meadow To Mayfair Suite : No.2 - A Song By The Way (1931)     4:03
  Symphony Orchestra 26/04/1935
  Columbia DX 690   Matrix Number: CAX 7529-1

       LONDON AGAIN - SUITE (1936)
2  Oxford Street - March      3:12
3  Langham Place - Elegy      4:20
4  Mayfair - Valse      3:56
  Symphony Orchestra (Actually London Philharmonic)

(2 & 3) 30/04/1936   (4) 01/05/1936
  Columbia DX 736 & 737   Matrix Numbers:  (2) CAX 7783-1  (3) CAX 7784-2

(4) CAX 7785-1

5 By The Sleepy Lagoon - Valse Serenade (Abridged Version) (1930)      3:20
  Symphony Orchestra 27/08/1940
  Columbia DB 1945   Matrix Number: CA 18124-1

6 The Three Bears - A Phantasy (1926)    8:52
  London Symphony Orchestra  14/12/1945
  Columbia DX 1217   Matrix Numbers: CAX 9401-3 & 9402-3
  Recorded at Kingsway Hall, London.

7 London Suite - Knightsbridge March (1932)    4:01
  London Symphony Orchestra 19/07/1946
  American Columbia 72597D   Matrix Number: CAX 9621
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One and released only in USA.

8 Television March (1946)    3:20
  London Symphony Orchestra 19/07/1946
  Columbia DB 2233   Matrix Number: CA 20138
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.
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3 Bird Songs At Eventide (arranged H.M. Higgs)  3:08
  New Symphony Orchestra
  London R 10048   Matrix Number DR 12462-1  02/07/1948

4 Television March (1946)    3:19
  New Symphony Orchestra
  London R 10048   Matrix Number DR 12464-1  02/07/1948

5 Wood Nymphs - Valsette (1917)  3:09
  New Symphony Orchestra
  London R 10049   Matrix Number DR 12465-2  02/07/1948
  Tracks 1 to 5 Recorded Kingsway Hall, London and released only in the USA

where, together with track 20 from CD 2, they were also released as a
3 x 78 album BY A SLEEPY LAGOON (London LA 43)

       LONDON - SUITE (1932)
6  Covent Garden - Tarantelle      4:43
7  Westminster - Meditation      4:29
8  Knightsbridge - March      4:15
  New Symphony Orchestra    07/10/1948
  Decca AK 2072, 2073 & 2074 (British)  T 5069, 5070 & 5071 (USA Album LA 46)
  Matrix Numbers AR 12652-12655

       LONDON AGAIN - SUITE (1936)
9  Oxford Street - March      3:31
10  Langham Place - Elegy      5:04
11  Mayfair - Valse      4:16
  New Symphony Orchestra  09/10/1948
  Decca AK 2072, 2073 & 2074 (British) T 5069, 5070 & 5071 (USA Album LA 46)
  Matrix Numbers: AR 12653-12655
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       THE THREE MEN - SUITE (1935)
12  The Man From The Country      4:09
13  The Man About Town      4:37
14  The Man From The Sea      4:22
  New Symphony Orchestra 16/07/1949
  Decca AK 2436 & 2437   Matrix Number: AR 3515-3517

15 The Jester At The Wedding : No.4 - Dance Of The Orange Blossoms (1932)      3:45
  New Symphony Orchestra 16/07/1949
  Decca AK 2437 Matrix Number: AR 3518

16 The Three Bears - A Phantasy (1926)  9:14
  New Symphony Orchestra 16/07/1949
  Decca K 2280   Matrix Numbers: AR 13513 & 13514

17 Music Everywhere - Rediffusion March (1948)      2:57
  Queen’s Hall Light Orchestra (Actually New Symphony Orchestra)  16/07/1949
  Decca F 9157 & Chappell C 363   Matrix Numbers: DR 13520 (Decca)

CH 42-1 (Chappell)
  Tracks 6 to 17 Recorded at Kingsway Hall, London.

18 The Dam Busters - March (1954)    2:56
  Concert Orchestra 1955
  Pye-Nixa N 15003   Matrix Number: XX 1004-B2

19 Sound And Vision - The A.T.V. Television March (1955)      3:00
  Concert Orchestra 1955
  Pye-Nixa N 15003   Matrix Number: XX 1004-A2
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14 The Jester At The Wedding : No.4 The Dance Of The Orange Blossoms - Valse (1932)
  Symphony Orchestra   05/05/1934 3:03
  Columbia DB 1505   Matrix Number: CA 14477-1

Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

       THE THREE MEN - SUITE (1935)
15  The Man From The Country      3:55
16  The Man About Town      4:20
17  The Man From The Sea      4:37
  Light Symphony Orchestra (Actually London Philharmonic Orchestra)  30/01/1935
  HMV C 2722 & 2723   Matrix Numbers: 2EA 972-1, 973-1 & 974-1
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

18 Wood Nymphs - Valsette (1917)     3:18
  Light Symphony Orchestra (Actually London Philharmonic Orchestra)  30/01/1935
  HMV  C 2723   Matrix Number: 2EA 975-2
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

19 Song Of Loyalty (The Prayer Within Our Hearts) (1935)  4:16
(Phyllis Black / Eric Coates)
Symphony Orchestra with Lance Fairfax (Baritone)  26/04/1935

  Columbia DX 690   Matrix Number: CAX 7530-1
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7 I Pitch My Lonely Caravan At Night - Symphonic Rhapsody  (1932)      4:11
 (Annette Horey / Eric Coates)
  Symphony Orchestra (Actually London Philharmonic Orchestra)
  Arthur Firth - Baritone  07/03/1933
  Columbia DX 454   Matrix Number: CAX 6746-2
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

8 I Heard You Singing & Bird Songs At Eventide - Symphonic Rhapsody (1932)     4:03
  Symphony Orchestra (Actually London Philharmonic Orchestra)    07/03/1933
  Columbia DX 454   Matrix Number: CAX 6747-1
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

 LONDON - SUITE (1932)
9  Covent Garden - Tarantelle      2:15
10  Westminster - Meditation      1:53
11  Knightsbridge - March      4:00
  Symphony Orchestra (Actually London Philharmonic Orchestra)  07/03/1933
  Columbia DX 470   Matrix Numbers: CAX 6748-1 & 6749-2
  “Covent Garden” and “Westminster” are shortened versions.

12 London Bridge - March (1934)  3:07
  Symphony Orchestra   05/05/1934
  Columbia DB 1382   Matrix Number: 14469-2
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

13 The Jester At The Wedding : No.1 - The Princess Arrives (March) (1932)  3:21
  Symphony Orchestra (Actually London Philharmonic Orchestra) 04/05/1935
  Columbia DB 1505   Matrix Number: CA 14476-4

Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.
This version of The March replaced the original version (CA 14476-1) on
subsequent pressings of DB 1505.
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 CD FOUR 78.29

1 High Flight - March (1957)  2:49
  Eric Coates and his Orchestra 16/08/1957
  HMV 7EG 8333 Also released as 78 & 45rpm single, POP 386 (OEA 19017-1)

2 Impression of a Princess - Intermezzo (1956)      2:58
  Eric Coates and his Orchestra  16/08/1957
  HMV 7EG 8333 Also released as 78 &45rpm single, POP 386 (OEA 19018-1)

3 Wood Nymphs - Valsette (1917)      2:46
  Eric Coates and his Orchestra  16/08/1957
  HMV 7EG 4333 Also released as 78 & 45rpm single, POP 418 (OEA 19019-1)

One source says that only the 78 rpm version includes the introduction.
In fact all three omit it.

4 South Wales and West - Television March (1937)      2:47
(Original title “Seven Seas - March”) Eric Coates and his Orchestra 16/08/1957

  HMV 7EG 4333 Also released as 78 & 45rpm single, POP 418 (OEA 19020-1)
  Tracks 1 to 4 recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

       LONDON - SUITE (1932)
5  Covent Garden - Tarantelle      4:41
6  Westminster - Meditation      4:25
7  Knightsbridge - March      4:12
  Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra (Actually a section of London Philharmonic)

29-30/09/1952  Parlophone PMD 1004   Matrix Number: XE 57
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.
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      LONDON AGAIN - SUITE (1936)
8  Oxford Street - March      3:29
9  Langham Place - Elegy      4:59
10  Mayfair - Valse      4:12
  Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra (Actually a section of London Philharmonic)

29-30/09/1952  Parlophone PMD 1004   Matrix Number: XE 57
  Recorded at Abbey Road Studio One.

       THE THREE ELIZABETHS - SUITE (1944)
11  Halcyon Days - Elizabeth Tudor      7:23
12  Springtime In Angus - Elizabeth Of Glamis, The Queen Mother      7:05
13  Youth of Britain (March) - The Princess Elizabeth       4:41
  New Symphony Orchestra of London  03-04/02/1953
  Decca LK 4056
  Recorded at Decca's West Hampstead Studios.

       THE FOUR CENTURIES - SUITE (1941)
14  Prelude & Hornpipe - 17th Century      6:19
15  Pavane & Tambourin - 18th Century      5:53
16  Valse - 19th Century      4:38
17  Rhythm - 20th Century      4:15
  New Symphony Orchestra of London  03-04/02/1953
  Decca LK 4056
  Recorded at Decca's West Hampstead Studios.
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 CD FIVE 72.05

       SUMMER DAYS - SUITE (1919)
1  In A Country Lane      2:43
2  On The Edge Of The Lake (Isle Of The Waters)   3:26
3  At The Dance      3:44
  New Queen's Hall Light Orchestra 24/08/1926
  Columbia L 1813 & 1814  and  9369 & 9370

Matrix Numbers: AX 1854, 1855, & 1856
  Recorded at the Wigmore Hall.

4 Wood Nymphs - Valsette (1917)     3:01
  New Queen's Hall Light Orchestra  24/08/1926
  Columbia L 1814 & 9370   Matrix Number: AX 1857
  Recorded at the Wigmore Hall.

The alternate catalogue numbers for tracks 1 to 4 resulted from Columbia
re-numbering much of their catalogue after the introduction of electrical recording.

5 With A Song In My Heart. Symphonic Rhapsody after Richard Rodgers (1930)      7:47
  The Court Symphony Orchestra 16/04/1930
  Columbia DX 63   Matrix Number: Wax 5537-1 and 5538-1

6 Bird Songs at Eventide (1926)  4:01
(Royden Barrie / Eric Coates)

  Jack Payne and His Band with Billy Scott-Coomber (Vocal)   c.10/03/1932
  Imperial Z-118   Matrix Number: TI-165-3

Most sources, including the labels of some copies of the record, state that
Coates conducted this recording. He had previously conducted the
BBC Dance Band when it was directed by Payne so this is probably correct.
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Eric Coates at home, 1957
December 1950 - Marking the occasion of Coates first concert with the Hallé,
Sir John Barbirolli presented him with one of his own batons, inscribed “To an
exquisite musician”.  Hallé deputy conductor, Herman Lindars, is on the right.
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Made in the UK by Nimbus Records
c & © 2013 Wyastone Estate Limited

http://www.wyastone.co.uk

Bertie Lodge, Adrian Boult and Eric Coates at Worthing, April 1954
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for Basil Cameron and the Harrogate Festival, it was scored in four movements, each one
representing the points of the compass. The each movement features a characteristic of the region:

‘Northwards’ is a march based on a Scottish folk tune; Southwards a valse; ‘Eastwards’ a dance
making full use of the pentatonic scale; and Westwards pays homage to the dance bands and the
Charleston. Whilst Coates never recorded the piece, he occasionally conducted movements from it
in his BBC broadcasts. The performance here is conducted by Joseph Lewis. Lewis, a BBC staff
conductor, performed and recorded a good deal of Coates’ music; Lewis had the honour of the
premiere of the London Suite in 1933.

Sweet Seventeen was written in 1954 for the BBC Light Music Festival (CD7, track 23). Coates’
original idea for the work was a ‘lively concert overture’ but he changed his mind and wrote a
freestanding concert valse. The title recalled Phyl when Coates first saw her as a young student at the
Royal Academy of Music. The composer Robert Farnon made numerous recordings of light music
under the nom de plume Ole Jensen. For a variety of reasons, these recordings were made in Denmark.

The final recording on this set is of The Dam Busters March made by the Central Band of the RAF
(CD7, track 24). Made in 1955, it went on to become the most popular recording of the March,
outstripping those made by the composer and Sidney Torch. According to one source, sales of the
RAF Central Band’s recording sold over 200,000 copies; the March was in the ‘Hit-Parade’ for some
thirty-six consecutive weeks.

Eric Coates left a remarkable and considerable recorded legacy. Whilst he was forced to make some
concessions to the gramophone, both in terms of cuts and changes to orchestration, the resulting
performances are amongst the finest ever made of his music. Coates’ own recordings are
characterised by their crisp brass articulation, first-rate orchestras and, above all, their fast tempi.
Coates once remarked to Stanford Robinson: ‘…you know that nothing is too fast for me.’ Recalling
Coates in the 1980s, Robinson recalled Coates’ qualities as a conductor; these qualities also sum up
his recorded legacy: ‘He was always neat and immaculate and … did not bully the orchestra; but was
always in control’.

© Michael Payne 2013,
Author of ‘The Life and Music of Eric Coates’ published by Ashgate Press.

Photographs supplied by Harry Smith
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One source has noted that by 1925, eighteen movements from nine of Coates’ works had been
recorded by a variety of conductors and record labels. This shows how quickly his music had found
a place in the gramophone catalogue and how commercially successful his work was becoming.
Throughout the late-1920s and ‘30s there was a race, usually between Columbia and HMV, to be the
first company to issue any new piece to the general public. Coates usually, though not exclusively,
recorded for Columbia, and Joseph Lewis for HMV and the two vied for greater sales.

Given how popular Coates’ music was with other conductors, CD7 features a number of
performances of Coates’ music of works which he did not record himself alongside alternative and
famous performances by other conductors. It seems remarkable, that Coates never recorded his very
first orchestral work, the Miniature Suite (CD7, tracks 4-6), which was written at the request of Henry
Wood for performance at the 1911 series of Promenade Concerts. It is a charming work with an
effervescent closing valse. The conductor, Clarence Raybould, gave the first performance (at short
notice) of Coates’ Ballet, The Enchanted Garden, in 1938 when the composer succumbed to a
debilitating bout of influenza.

A few years later, Coates returned to the formula of the Miniature Suite for a new work, From the
Countryside Suite (CD7, tracks 1-3). This Suite was to be published by Boosey & Company (who
had published his earlier Miniature Suite); but as Coates had been one of the earliest members of the
PRS and Boosey & Company were opposed to the formation of the Society they withdrew from
publishing the work and were about to bill the impecunious composer for the cost of the printing
plates thus far engraved. Through the savoir faire of William Boosey, a publication deal was
brokered with Hawkes. The acoustic performance by the Peerless Orchestra must have been one of
the earliest recordings of the Suite.

Written in 1925 for that year’s Eastbourne Festival, the Phantasy, The Selfish Giant (CD7, track 13),
was a small scale symphonic poem based on a truncated version of Oscar Wilde’s short story of the
same name. It was full of allusions to dance bands with pentatonicism, elements of jazz and a short
foxtrot. Almost as soon as it was written it was taken up by Jack Hylton and, on one occasion,
performed by the Kit-Kat Club Band to an audience of 7,000 at the Royal Albert Hall. Coates was
totally overwhelmed by the performance and became convinced that there was a future in writing
jazz-inspired works.

The Four Ways Suite (CD7, tracks 14-17) was one of Coates’ more unusual creations. Written in 1927,
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Eric Coates and the Gramophone

Writing in 1952, Eric Coates recalled his first meeting with Edward Elgar:

…I first met Sir Edward Elgar, who told me that he always bought my gramophone
recordings, his favourite at that time being my ‘Summer Days’ Suite, which, he said, he
had literally worn out. In later years I was told by one of the Directors that Elgar had had
a standing order with the gramophone company to supply him with each of my new
recordings as they were issued.

Eric Coates was an excellent conductor of his own music. Not only did he conduct many
performances up and down the land during his lifetime and made many broadcasts with the BBC’s
orchestras, he also made many fine commercial records. It is difficult to think of another composer
of Coates’ generation, especially a light-music composer, who left such a sizable legacy of recordings
of their own compositions. Here, for the first time, are all of Eric Coates’ commercially-issued
gramophone records. They span the vast majority of his creative life from 1923 until his death in
1957 and include the majority of his compositions. Wherever possible, the recordings that were
issued together on two- or three-disc sets have been kept together to preserve the legacy of that
particular recording. Disc 7 draws together a selection of contemporary recordings of works that
Coates did not record or ones that are themselves historically important.

Eric Coates was born, on 27 August 1886, into a musical family in the Nottinghamshire coal-mining
town of Hucknall, where his father was the local doctor. At a family party, the young Coates first saw
a violin and almost demanded that his parents buy him one. After studying with a local violin teacher
he was sent to study the instrument with Georg Ellenberger (a onetime pupil of the legendary violinist
Joseph Joachim) and harmony and counterpoint with the Nottingham organist Ralph Horner. On the
suggestion of Ellenberger, Coates switched to play the viola which became his passport to many a
local orchestra. In 1906, he enrolled as a student at London’s Royal Academy of Music where he
studied with the most eminent viola-player of the twentieth century, Lionel Tertis. Coates also
studied harmony and composition with Fredrick Corder; during this period his compositions enjoyed
moderate success.

In 1908, after a tour to South Africa with the Hambourg String Quartet, he joined the Beecham
Orchestra and subsequently Henry Wood’s Queen’s Hall Orchestra. In Wood’s orchestra, he played
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under many famous conductors and composers including Elgar, Richard Strauss and Debussy.
During these years, Coates had a number of ballads published by Boosey & Company. In 1911 he
received an invitation from Henry Wood to write an orchestral work for that year’s season of
Promenade Concerts. The resulting work, Miniature Suite, was well-received and the last movement
had to be encored. Spurred on by this success, Coates wrote a small stream of orchestral works during
the 1910s. He was deemed unfit for military service during World War One and undertook some
teaching at the Royal Academy of Music. By 1918, there had been friction between Coates and Wood,
and Coates was unceremoniously sacked from his position as principal viola in the Queen’s Hall
Orchestra. Aged 32, he decided to enter one of the most precarious professions; he became a
freelance composer.

The early 1920s were difficult years financially for Coates, but he gradually became recognised for
his colourful and charming orchestral scores rather than his ballads for voice and piano. Works such
as the Summer Days Suite and the effervescent valsette Wood Nymphs began to afford him greater
financial security and national popularity. The establishment of the Performing Right Society (PRS)
in 1914 and a publishing contract with the firm of Chappell & Company helped, as did the wide
variety of ensembles up and down the country, from seaside orchestras to teashop trios, who played
his music. During these years, his wife, Phyllis Black (known to everyone as ‘Phyl’), was working
as an actress which brought Coates into contact with the theatre. He produced a number of songs for
shows and reviews and, during 1920, was at work producing a musical. Alas, this project never came
to fruition.

His popularity reached new heights in 1933 when the ‘Knightsbridge’ March from his London Suite
was used as the theme tune for what would become a popular BBC radio programme, ‘In Town
Tonight’. Picked out by the show’s producer, Eric Maschwitz, the March became an overnight
success and Chappell & Company and Columbia had to work hard to keep up with the demands for
sheet music and gramophone records. Coates was fond of recounting that: ‘I moved from the music
pages to the news pages and it is one of the few moves I’ve never regretted.’

Throughout the 1930s, he produced many of his finest compositions: the suites The Three Men and
London Again. However, he was finding it frustrating to be pigeonholed a ‘light-music composer’
and, wishing to try his hand at writing more symphonic works (starting with the abstract Saxo-
Rhapsody), he composed the single-movement ballet The Enchanted Garden and, in 1941, his
masterpiece, The Four Centuries Suite.
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when Princess Margaret had been in the news, having decided not to marry Group Captain Peter
Townsend. Like the earlier Unknown Singer, it featured a saxophone and was part of a more lyrical
and more simplistic approach to composition. South Wales and the West was the re-titling of the
earlier Seven Seas and was ‘written’ for the independent regional television company of the same
name. High Flight, like The Dam Busters, had been written for a film, this time about the training of
officer cadets at RAF Cranwell. As was their wont, HMV released the recordings in 78rpm as well
as in the newer 45rpm format.

Throughout Coates’ life he had a fondness for the
music of the British dance bands. This stemmed from
a love of dancing; during the 1920s, Eric and Phyl
were regular patrons of London’s exclusive night
clubs and hotels including the Kit-Kat Club and the
Savoy Hotel. He counted bandleaders Jack Hylton
and Jack Payne amongst his friends (Coates even
wrote the foreword to Payne’s 1932 autobiography).
The style of the dance bands (along with that of the
songwriters of the era – Gershwin, Rodgers and
Kern) also heavily influenced his melodic and
harmonic writing. This was clearly seen with a
number of works written in the 1920s and ‘30s,
mostly notably in Two Light Syncopated Pieces and
the first two phantasies and reaching its apex with the
finale of The Four Centuries Suite. A number of the
British dance bands also performed several of Coates’
pieces: Jack Hylton and his Band took up, performed
and recorded The Selfish Giant (CD6, track 16) and
The Three Bears (both arranged by Leighton Lucas);
Coates arranged a number of his pieces for a
broadcast in 1932 by Jack Payne and the BBC Dance
Band. The dance bands not only made his music
appeal to a younger generation but his association
with them brought their style into orchestral music.

Eric Coates in his London flat, 1950s
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After the small scale recording of his two London suites, it no doubt came as a welcome relief to
Coates to have a full symphony orchestra for his next recording made in February 1953. This was
part of a series of records Decca was producing to celebrate the forthcoming coronation of Elizabeth
II. Coates’ contribution was an LP of The Three Elizabeths and The Four Centuries suites (CD4,
tracks 11-17). Both suites received superb performances. Despite the cuts Coates usually made when
he performed The Three Elizabeths in concert (usually in the outer movements), the Suite is presented
in full with only a brief cut to the closing march in the recording. The Four Centuries too only had
one cut in the final movement (the same as his 1944 performance).

Even though there had only been minor cuts in his 1953 Decca recording, his next recording, made
sometime around September 1955 featuring the marches Sound and Vision and The Dam Busters  is
the exact opposite (CD3, tracks 17-18); The Dam Busters March is full of cuts. The Dam Busters
March has since become one of the most popular and famous works by a British composer. It was
written in 1954 in response to a request from the film director, Michael Anderson, for a film he was
making about the bombing raids on the Ruhr dams by 617 Squadron. Coates provided only the
March; Leighton Lucas composed the film score. The March went from strength to strength and
began to eclipse Coates’ other successes. For his only recording of this marche célèbre, made on one
side of a ten-inch 78rpm (for Pye who were better known for their popular music records), he made
the most idiosyncratic and truncated recording of his career. He eschewed the first statement of the
famous B-section melody, which is initially presented disguised by its dashing countersubject and
the recapitulation of the A-section is halved. The March then plays to the coda and, instead of the
eight-bar modulatory sequence (one of the most thrilling he wrote), the March ends rather lamely
with held C major chords. For this recording there were still time constraints, since it was only
released on a 78rpm record. Surely Coates was being overly cautious and pruning the work too far.
It was a shame that he never recorded the March again. There was, however, no shortage of other
recordings of the march and, after the film’s release in May 1955.

Its partner side was Sound and Vision, a March Coates wrote for the opening of Associated
Television (ATV), a commercial television station. The March was to occupy a similar position for
ATV that his Television March occupied for the BBC. Sound and Vision escaped with only one small
cut to bring it down to three minutes.

Coates’ final record, made four months before his death, was for HMV and features his three final
compositions (CD3, track 19 and CD4, tracks 1-3). Impression of a Princess had been written in 1956
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The onset of war in 1939 changed Coates’ compositional direction and, after a fallow period, he
produced a march, Calling All Workers, which went on to become one of the most popular pieces of
war music when it became the signature of the radio programme ‘Music While You Work’. When
the War ended, Coates’ health was in rather poor shape and he was advised to stop smoking by his
doctor. With the cessation of smoking, Coates lost much of his creative impulse and, until 1952,
produced little of note. Nevertheless, during this period, he devoted a lot of energy to the work of the
PRS and attended several international conferences on their behalf. With the publication of his
autobiography, Suite in Four Movements, in 1953, his place as an elder statesman of British music
was confirmed. During the last five years of his life he produced a small number of works of a slightly
different character and simpler format to his pre-war works. Coates died on 21 December 1957 after
suffering from a stroke a few days earlier. Whilst never a prolific composer, he left an important
legacy of compositions and, more significantly, a large corpus of gramophone recordings of his own
compositions.

Along with the likes of Edward Elgar, Richard Strauss, Igor Stravinsky, Sergei Rachmaninoff and
Albert Ketèlbey, Eric Coates was one of the first composers to have left a significant recorded legacy.
His ascent to popularity as a composer ran concurrently with the surge of interest in the gramophone
and the enormous boost it received following the adoption of electrical recording in 1925.

Coates’ recorded legacy is considerable, making allowance for the fact that he was, above all, a
miniaturist. It amounts to almost seven hours and does duplicate a number of works. As a
gramophone artist, he was highly regarded during his lifetime by both orchestral players and critics,
even if they did not always applaud his music. Nevertheless, he was forced to make concessions to
enable his music to be recorded adequately; drastic cuts had to be made to conform to the limited
playing time of 78rpm discs and in several instances, Coates rewrote passages to fit onto a record and
rescored passages to make them more effective for the medium. He planned these cuts and changes
before entering the studio; they were not made on impulse.

Quite how and why Coates became associated with the commercial recording industry is unclear.
Whether he was invited by Columbia and Vocalion to make recordings or if he wrote to Columbia to
ask if they could record his music is not known. It seems likely that, when he became involved in the
gramophone industry, he knew how important the gramophone was and would become.

Coates’ gramophone career began in March 1923 with both the Columbia and Vocalion companies.
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During the 1920s and ‘30s he made most of his recordings for Columbia, until 1944 when he cut his
first sides for Decca. From then onwards, he recorded for both EMI and Decca. The 1950s saw him
record for a variety of new labels including Parlophone and Pye, though for his final sessions he
returned to HMV.

Coates’ own recordings with orchestras usually tend to have a pattern to them; when he recorded a
three-movement suite of his own he would record each movement on a separate side, leaving one
spare side for a short entr’acte or other such morsel. The two-disc method of recording his suites also
fitted in with his long-standing contract with Chappell & Company to produce one extended work
and two smaller works each year. The only exceptions to this two-disc pattern were his 1933
recording of the London Suite and 1937 recording of Summer Days Suite; both were recorded on two
sides; the first two movements curtailed to fit on the first side and the third movement given in full
on the reverse. One almost wonders if he had the constraints of making gramophone recordings at
the back of his mind when he was composing (ignoring Constant Lambert’s dictum that: ‘It is not
for the composer to play handmaiden to the engineer.’) In addition to these sets of records, Coates
also produced several discs of his extended single-movement works, such as Saxo-Rhapsody or The
Three Bears Phantasy, which usually occupied two sides of a record. In the case of his 1935
recording of the Cinderella Phantasy, he recorded the Phantasy on a two-disc set and had to break
the piece into three convenient sections; the fourth side was filled with By the Sleepy Lagoon.
Occasionally, he produced a disc devoted to two of his shorter pieces such as his 1936 recording of
A Song of Loyalty and ‘A Song by the Way’ (From Meadow to Mayfair Suite).

Such was the importance of the gramophone that numerous works received their first performance
in the recording studio. Works such as The Three Elizabeths and Calling All Workers were
performed and recorded before their official public premiere on BBC radio; the premiere and
recording session of London Bridge was recorded on film for posterity by Pathé. This enabled
listeners to purchase the recordings shortly after the work’s first performance. During the 1930s and
early 1940s, most pieces that Coates composed were recorded within two years of their composition.

During the 1920s and 1930s, many of the leading orchestras, particularly the London Symphony
Orchestra (LSO) and London Philharmonic Orchestra (LPO), were impecunious and were frequently
in the recording studio. When recording light music, these orchestras often disguised their identities
on the record sleeve as ‘Symphony Orchestra’ or ‘Light Symphony Orchestra’ to disassociate
themselves from the genre of light music. In a review of Coates’ own recording of Cinderella of
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re-working of the foxtrot section entitled ‘The Three Bears make the best of it and return home, in
the best of humour’ (5:29). The brass accompaniment is rewritten to become jazzier than the original,
complete with the use of ‘swing rhythm’ (bars 328–30). The major change occurs at bar 335 when,
instead of repeated quaver chords (separated by a quaver rest), the rhythm is altered, adding to the
levels of dissonance. According to the composer, Robert Farnon, he was responsible for re-writing
the passage. He recalled Coates saying to him: “I can’t write jazz, would you mind rewriting this for
me?” The rewritten passage does bear a resemblance to the style of Farnon. However, Farnon was
un-credited on the record-sleeve and Coates never mentioned his assistance, though Farnon recalled
they kept it a secret for many years.

The final recording made that day was a joint recording for Decca and Chappell Recorded Music
Library, hence the joint catalogue number and the unusual matrix prefix of CH. During the late 1940s,
Decca held the contract to record library music for Chappell & Company; occasionally they released
library-music recordings on the Decca label. The recording featured Coates’ two latest compositions:
the March Music Everywhere (written for Rediffusion) and the Valse from the Phantasy ‘The Three
Bears’ (CD3, track 17 and CD6, track 9). The latter piece may well have been especially written for
the occasion. Why he chose to adapt a pre-existing composition is unclear, but it is possible, with his
on-going health problems, he may have been struggling to find inspiration. Another factor in
revisiting a former composition was that Coates could have been under some pressure from Chappell
& Company to provide library music for their expanding Recorded Music Library, used in
broadcasting, and decided that a short piece, especially one based on an existing composition, would
be an easy option. The recording of the Valse is one of the very few of Coates’ performances in which
he conducts slower than the prescribed tempo in the score: dotted minim = 37 rather than the dotted
minim = 48. Coates never wrote any other pieces of Library music nor did he record any of his other
compositions for them. This did not deter any of the libraries recording his music for their purposes;
indeed, a number of tracks on CD 7 were recorded for such libraries and played a valuable part in
generating income and a wider dissemination of Coates’ music.

After a gap of three years, during which time Coates suffered from a severe bout of illness and spent
a large part of his time working on his autobiography (published to critical acclaim in 1953), Coates
returned to the recording studio in 1952 to re-record his two London Suites, this time for Parlophone
(a subsidiary label of EMI) (CD4, tracks 5-10). The orchestra was a sub-section (46 players) drawn
from the LPO. As is common with most conductors, Coates’ later performances tend to be slower
than his earlier ones. Most movements are over ten seconds longer than his 1948 performances.
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recordings were amongst the finest ever made. Without doubt, Coates’ 1948, 1949 and 1953
recordings for Decca were an advance in fidelity on his previous recordings from the 1930s; for the
first time the recording technology matched and faithfully reproduced the nuances of his
orchestration efficaciously.

During the late-1940s, Coates was concerned about making his music more relevant to a new
generation. This was not only brought about through the re-writing of passages (as in his 1949
recording of The Three Bears, CD3, track 16) but also making cuts to the music. This time it was not
solely the result of having to curtail his compositions to fit on to gramophone records, but because he
felt, in some compositions, that he had overstayed his welcome. Writing to the conductor Gilbert
Vinter in 1951 he re-called his Four Centuries Suite:

…I am afraid I find the first and the last movements a little too long anyhow and if I had
written it now I would have cut them both down considerably to bring them into the
five-minute limit. Well, as one gets older one becomes less long-winded – in the words
of the Immortal Bard: “Brevity is the soul of wit” – and how right he is.

Coates’ first post-war recording for Decca’s British market, made in October 1948 in which he
recorded his two London Suites (CD3, tracks 6-11), not only showcased their ‘ffrr’ sound but also
his desire to tighten up his earlier compositions for a new generation. A new recording of these two
popular London works was long overdue, even though he had recorded ‘Knightsbridge’ twice since
its first recording in 1933. The London Suite escaped with only a small cut in ‘Covent Garden’ and
in ‘Knightsbridge’ Coates shortened the fanfares leading into the first statement of B-section
(bringing it in line with its recapitulation). London Again lost the introductions to both ‘Langham
Place’ and ‘Mayfair’. The Suites were also released in ‘auto-coupling’ editions, which enabled the
record player to play the discs ‘continuously’ without the listener having to get up and change sides
every five minutes.

Following on from the success of his re-recording of the London suites, Coates returned to Kingsway
Hall in July 1949 to make a further two records for Decca. The first was a performance of The Three
Men Suite (which escaped with minimal cuts, though his 1936 recording had none) (CD3, tracks
12-14). The second disc made that day was another performance of The Three Bears (CD3, track 16),
a work Decca must have been keen to have in their catalogue (given the fact that the composer had
only recorded it less than four years previously for Columbia). The work featured a fascinating
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1935, Roger Wimbush wrote in The Gramophone: ‘The playing is so fine that I may be pardoned for
suggesting that the band is none other than the L.P.O., which I understand must hide its identity when
playing light music in deference to that peculiarly English snobbery…’. Often it is only possible to
identify the orchestras on Coates’ records by looking through the recording sheets; the American arm
of Columbia was often less inhibited and would occasionally reveal the true identity of the ensemble.
Despite this musical snobbery, Coates could have no cause to object to the recordings made by these
orchestras; all of the performances were peerless with only a handful of minor blemishes.

Coates’ first foray into the recording studio was in March 1923, to make two recordings, one for
Columbia (far superior in terms of fidelity and performance) and the other for Vocalion. He had also
reached compositional maturity with his latest work The Merrymakers Overture (CD6, track 11).
Originally intended to be called A New Year’s Overture, The Merrymakers Overture, a joyous work
in sonata form, was finished in early 1923 and first performed on 3 March 1923 at a Chappell Ballad
Concert where it was warmly received. Twenty days later, Coates recorded it alongside Moresque
(CD6, track 11) with the New Queen’s Hall Light Orchestra, an ensemble who had played most of
his output and given several first performances of his music. The recording he made for Vocalion was
of his latest suite, Joyous Youth, coupled with the last movement of Summer Days (CD6, tracks
12-15); it was to be Coates’ only recording of Joyous Youth, a work he seldom conducted in
broadcast concerts of his music. Both sessions suffer a little from the limitations of recording
technology of the time; one misses the glockenspiel and the pizzicato celli in The Merrymakers and
Coates is forced to add a tuba to the bass line of ‘At the Dance’.

Coates was fortunate to cut his first recordings at the tail end of the acoustic era when the technology
having reached its apex was about to be surpassed. Indeed, his next recording, made using the
electrical process in August 1926 for Columbia, was a triumph. He recorded his two most popular
works: the effervescent Summer Days and, as a ‘filler’, the evergreen Wood Nymphs (CD5, tracks
1-4). Coates had given the premiere of the Suite at the Proms in 1919 and the New Queen’s Hall Light
Orchestra had quite simply played the Valsette to death on its various concert tours including one
performance in pitch darkness when the lights failed.

It would be nearly four years until Coates’ next foray into the recording studio. He was to record a
work commissioned by Columbia which would be his only composition based on another composer’s
work: a Symphonic Rhapsody based on Richard Rodgers’ song ‘With a Song in My Heart’ (CD5,
track 5). For the composition, he was paid a fee and then assigned the copyright to Columbia. The
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Eric Coates conducts the premiere of ‘The Jester at the Wedding’ at Torquay, 1932
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was a fine, fiery performance with no concessions made to the gramophone, unlike his next recording
of the Phantasy.

1946 brought two recordings made on the same day in July, once again for Columbia. The first was
of two works that Coates had written for the BBC: his latest composition, the Television March (CD6,
track 8); and the slightly earlier March, London Calling (CD2, track 18). The Television March was
written hurriedly for the re-opening of the BBC Television Service after the War; Coates composed
the work in eight days. The earlier London Calling was written at the end of 1941, at the request of
the BBC, for their overseas children’s service. Both works were written in his usual march formula.

The second disc recorded that day was made solely for export to the USA. Ever since ‘Sleepy Lagoon’
had burst into America, Coates’ music had become very popular there. Recorded in July 1946, before
Coates’ trip to the New York as a plenipotentiary of the PRS at an international conference, it was
presumably made to capitalise on the interest generated by his visit and the broadcast concert he
conducted for CBS Radio whilst he was there. The works chosen were his two ‘London’ marches:
London Bridge and the popular ‘Knightsbridge’ (CD2, track 19 and CD6, track 7).

These 1946 Columbia export recordings must have proved popular in America as, two years later,
Decca released a handsome export three-disc set of ten-inch records (CD2, track 20 and CD3, tracks
1-4). He chose mostly popular material such as By the Sleepy Lagoon and ‘Knightsbridge’, his
choices also included H.M. Higgs’ arrangement of his song ‘Bird Songs at Eventide’ (was Coates
trying for a second ‘Sleepy Lagoon’?) and also the orchestral version of Song of Loyalty (which stood
up better without Phyl’s mawkish lyrics). The set featured some interesting cuts to each piece to make
them fit, particularly to Song of Loyalty, By the Sleepy Lagoon and ‘Knightsbridge’.

The performance of By the Sleepy Lagoon is one of Coates’ most idiosyncratic and not just because
of the cuts. The introduction features a greater than usual touch of rubato, he alters the glockenspiel
part and the final three bars of the harp part are filled with glissandi instead of chords.

The 1940s brought great advances in recording technology. Frequency levels increased and, with the
advent of vinyl records playing at 33rpm, the five minute limit was no longer a bugbear. For Coates,
Decca’s ‘ffrr’ (full frequency-range recording) was a revolution. The noted record producer John
Culshaw said of ‘ffrr’: ‘Coates’s transparent scoring was particularly effective in demonstrating what
the new recording technique could provide.’ Indeed, he went on say that he thought Coates’ ‘ffrr’
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The post-war years were difficult for Coates. His health, never robust, had begun to deteriorate and
he suffered from increasingly extended bouts of illness. He drifted into a period of compositional

‘wilderness’, funnelling a lot of his energies away from composition and into his work for the PRS,
planning his autobiography and making a number of gramophone records, revisiting old works, as
well as recording his latest compositions.

Throughout the 1940s, Coates switched
between Columbia/HMV and Decca. The
initial recordings of peacetime were made with
Columbia in October 1945. The first featured
two works written a number of years
previously, plugging gaps in his discography.
Dancing Nights, written in 1932 for the
Eastbourne Festival, was his first freestanding
concert valse (CD2, track 17). It had never
been amongst his popular compositions and
was rarely performed. Its partner record
featured his evergreen phantasy, The Three
Bears (CD6, track 6); written in 1926 for his
son, Austin, who would give him no peace
until he had set his (Austin’s) favourite story to
music. It was dedicated: ‘to Austin on his
fourth birthday’. The Phantasy was a very
visual score with the events in the story vividly
portrayed. It was Coates’ last work to be first
performed at the Promenade Concerts. Why
such a popular work had to wait nearly 20
years for a recording under the composer’s
baton is unclear. There were no shortage of
recordings in the catalogue, including an
iconic one by Jack Hylton and his Band and
also by Coates’ friend Basil Cameron (who
always maintained he conducted the work far
better than the composer). Coates’ recordingEric & Austin Coates at their Selsey home in the 1930s
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choice of the Rodgers’ song for Coates’ Rhapsody was intriguing as it was first sung in America in
early 1929 (in the production Spring is Here) and not introduced in England until Cochran’s 1930
Revue in London in late March 1930. Because the rights were assigned to Columbia and there were
difficulties regarding copyright, the Rhapsody was never published (though it received a number of
performances during the 1930s). The recording also constituted its first performance.

The following year, 1931, Coates made his first recording for HMV which was also his first with the
LSO. The two-disc set opened with a superb performance of The Merrymakers (albeit a little slower
and not quite as fiery as the acoustic performance) and his latest Suite, From Meadow to Mayfair
(CD1, tracks 1-4). The latter work was written during a stressful time. The Coates’ only child, Austin,
had contracted measles and was convalescing in their Selsey home with his mother. Coates was
working in London and commuting down to Sussex whenever his schedule permitted. Written for the
1931 Eastbourne Festival, it marked a return to the more pastoral, Edward German-inspired suites of
the 1910s. This record was also one of the first recordings made at the newly built Abbey Road
Studios prior to their opening by Edward Elgar nine days later.

Coates’ next two records were to make an incalculable impact on his career and would unequivocally
seal his reputation as Britain’s most popular composer of light music. In 1932, Coates completed a
Suite based on three districts of London. He offered the work to Chappell & Company who were not
keen to publish such a work (they balked at some of the string writing in the final march,

‘Knightsbridge’). He was eager for Columbia to issue a recording of the work, though they too were
less than keen. He managed to entice Arthur Brooks, Columbia’s recording manager, to listen to the
Suite’s first performance (broadcast by the BBC). Much to Coates’ chagrin, Brooks telephoned the
composer the following day to inform him that he did not like the Suite and Columbia would not
record the work. As luck would have it, Coates was due to record his Two Symphonic Rhapsodies
(CD5, tracks 7-8) with the LPO a few weeks later and asked if he could bring the parts of the London
Suite (CD5, tracks 9-11) with him in order to record the work if there was time; Brooks did not think
there would be time.

Chappell & Company suggested that the Suite could be issued as a one disc record with some
judicious pruning to the outer movements leaving ‘Westminster’ complete, despite the composer’s
preference for presenting ‘Knightsbridge’ unimpaired. Chappell believed it would be ‘Westminster’
that would become the popular movement and even thought about only publishing this piece. Coates
remained obdurate on the matter and was adamant that ‘Knightsbridge’ should be given in full with
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the other two movements cut. By 12 o’clock on the day of the recording, the Two Symphonic
Rhapsodies were ‘in the can’ and after a short intermission, they were ready to record the London
Suite. Writing nearly thirty years later, Coates captured the drama of the session:

…at 12.22 we started on the first movement of the ‘London Suite’. All went fairly
smoothly and we managed to get the first two movements completed by just on ten
minutes to one. We now had only the last movement to record, the ‘Knightsbridge
March’. At 12.53 we started recording. At 12.54 someone blew a wrong note. At 12.55
we started again. At 12.57 a wax split. I was in despair. Something inside me told me it
was absolutely imperative that I should get the disc somehow, and I knew it was now out
of the question to achieve a recording before one o’clock. I also knew it was of no use
appealing to the recording manager for a few minutes’ grace, for every minute overtime
meant a considerable increase in the expense of the recording session; and besides, had
he not said to me that he did not think much of the new work? So I took my courage in
both hands and asked the musicians if they would, as a personal favour to me, spare me
a minute or so longer to give me the chance of getting the record. Two signals on the
buzzer – we held our breath – the red light glowed and, at three minutes past one o’clock,
thanks to a sturdy wax and the good natured gesture on the part of the orchestra, the

‘Knightsbridge March’, which was to prove to be the biggest seller the Columbia
Gramophone Company had ever had, was made.

The recording went on sale but it was not until 18 November 1933 that the transformation of the
March took place. The BBC producer Eric Maschwitz had devised a radio show which showcased
talent and popular people who were in London on a Saturday evening. Preparation for the programme
was very last minute. On the day of transmission, it was realised that the show had no signature tune,
so Maschwitz sent down an urgent request to the BBC’s Gramophone Library for records which had
London in the title. Unbeknownst to Coates, his March was chosen and then after the first broadcast
he was inundated by requests about the piece. The BBC received over 20,000 requests asking the
name of the piece of music. Chappell & Company and Columbia could not issue copies of the sheet
music and gramophone records fast enough. Thanks to that one gramophone record, made despite
widespread opposition, Coates had scored his largest success overnight.

In his haste to be able to record the London Suite, Coates made a number of cuts to speed up the
recording process: ‘Covent Garden’ had a huge cut of over ninety bars; ‘Westminster’ lost its ethereal
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I believe it was the first time that a recognised Symphony Orchestra in this country had
departed from the ‘straight’ and gone over to the ‘dance’, but it was remarkable (after
half an hour’s rehearsing to become acquainted with the unfamiliar medium) how
quickly the musicians picked up the style. Where jazz is concerned, the tendency over
here, on the part of some members of a Symphony Orchestra, is to sit back and smile at
something which they think is beneath their notice and needs no rehearsal – so for the
first few minutes of the session I had the gravest doubts as to whether I should achieve a
recording, for some players showed only too openly their desire to fool about.

The recording was a fine one, but as the playing time of each movement exceeded the length of a
78rpm record some judicious pruning was required. Most savage was the removal of large chunk of
the ‘Hornpipe’ and ‘Rhythm’ had a cut of over eighty bars which created a slightly ungainly jump.
Nevertheless, the recording was a triumph for its age and for Coates. The composer chose the
recording of the Valse as one of his choices when he appeared on ‘Desert Island Discs’ in 1951.

Four days after recording The Four Centuries, Coates was back at Kingsway Hall to record The Three
Elizabeths (CD2, tracks 14-16). Completed two months previously, the idea for the Suite had
originated from the Rev. Arthur Barnes who suggested a suite depicting the three regal Elizabeths:
Elizabeth I; Queen Elizabeth (married to George VI); and Princess Elizabeth (who subsequently
became Elizabeth II). Whilst not a musical pastiche of the period of each Elizabeth (as Four
Centuries had been) each movement was a picture of the age of each Elizabeth. The jewel of the Suite
was the middle movement with its gentle lilting Scottish folk-like melody, Scotch snap rhythms and
hints of Debussy and Delius. The Suite marked the end of Coates’ ‘new direction’. It also proved to
be his final suite; for the rest of his life he only wrote five-minute miniatures. So pleased was he with
The Three Elizabeths, Coates wrote to Buckingham Palace to ask if Queen Elizabeth would accept
the dedication of the work. The Queen did and Coates wrote several subsequent letters informing her
of the Suite’s genesis; he even sent her a test pressing of the recording before it went on sale. The
dedication proved to be a judicious move and opened the door for a high-profile premiere of the Suite,
with the BBC Symphony Orchestra, on Christmas Eve 1944. Coates’ recording of the work featured
only one cut to the first movement; the second was nearly one minute faster than the time printed in
the score, though, to Coates’ credit, the movement never sounds too hurried. Coates’ two 1944 Decca
recordings were amongst his most important and helped raised the profile of these two suites.
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The next marches to be recorded were a special release recording made in February 1944 of Salute
the Soldier and The Eighth Army (CD2, tracks 6-9). The recording came as a direct consequence of
Coates writing Salute the Soldier. Late in 1943, Coates was approached by Harold Mackintosh and
Lord Kindersley of the National Savings Committee to write a march for their forthcoming campaign

‘Salute the Soldier’ which would be launched in London’s Trafalgar Square on 25 March 1944.
Coates was reluctant to write another march and initially declined but was eventually swayed by a
gift of Mackintosh’s Toffee de Luxe (then an incredible rarity); it perhaps ranks as the only piece of
music paid for by a box of toffee! Coates donated his royalties to the Army Benevolent Fund and was
keen to generate as much income for them as possible. He was anxious for a gramophone recording
to be made. He tried to entice EMI to make the recording but they refused. Eventually, after various
people had applied pressure, EMI yielded and issued it as a special issue record; it never went on sale
to the general public.

For the recording Salute the Soldier was coupled with The Eighth Army March, written in 1942 after
the victory of the Eighth Army under General Montgomery over Rommel at El Alamein. Both
marches were recorded with a short fanfare; the first is based on material from Salute the Soldier.

Given the tussle that Coates had in recording the two marches, it is not surprising that his next
recording – of his two latest suites – was for EMI’s rival Decca. Made in Kingsway Hall on 10
November 1944, his recording of The Four Centuries Suite was something of an event and the
recording was a source of pride for him (CD2, tracks 10-13). The Four Centuries Suite was the
apogee of his ‘new direction’. Written in the darkest days of War in 1940-41, it was inspired by the
bombing of London as seen from the Coates’ Baker Street flat. The work was completed, after a gap,
in their temporary home in Amersham. In the work, he depicts dancing in the twentieth and previous
three centuries: the seventeenth century, depicted by a Prelude and Hornpipe; the eighteenth, a
Pavane and Tambourin; the nineteenth, a Valse; while the twentieth, ‘Rhythm’ is an affectionate
tribute to the dance bands. The scoring reflects the orchestra of the period; ‘Rhythm’ has a trio of
saxophones. The work was symphonic in conception and a remarkable creation. After the Suite’s
premiere (by the BBC Theatre Orchestra and Stanford Robinson), Coates tried to entice EMI to
record the work with Robinson and his BBC forces. EMI declined and Coates suggested that instead
of a commercial release they could issue the recording as a special issue to broadcasting companies.
This they also declined to do. In the end, Coates retired defeated. However, in 1944 an opportunity
to record the work materialised and he relished the challenge of getting the National Symphony
Orchestra to play the work exactly as he wanted it as he recalled in his autobiography:
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introduction and entire middle section. This enabled the first movements to fit onto side one while
side two housed a complete performance of ‘Knightsbridge’.

The Two Symphonic Rhapsodies recorded earlier that morning were composed at the invitation of
Columbia. Impressed by the success of Coates’ 1930 Rhapsody, they invited him to write another one,
this time on one of his own songs. In the end, he composed two Rhapsodies: one based on ‘I Pitch
my Lonely Caravan’ and the other on ‘Bird Songs at Eventide’ and ‘I Heard You Singing’. The
recordings of the Rhapsodies featured anomalies with the published scores. The First Rhapsody
included a soloist, Arthur Firth, singing the first verse of ‘I Pitch my Lonely Caravan’ and a brief
coda: ‘sweet dreams of you’. There is no mention of the use of the soloist in the score. It is possible
that Coates may have been under pressure from Chappell & Company to include a part for a singer
to boost sales of the song (which they published). The Second Symphonic Rhapsody contained
several uncorrected errors possibly owing to Coates’ haste to record the London Suite that morning.
At certain points there is no use of the tubular bell, timpani and glockenspiel, and whilst these are not
significant omissions, they are clearly marked in Coates’ autograph score.

Following on from the success of the London Suite, the public was clamouring for more London-
inspired music from Coates’ pen. Sensibly, he waited a year and, in 1934, wrote a short March
(following the same structure as ‘Knightsbridge’). London Bridge (CD5, track 12) was inspired by
people walking to and from work across London Bridge. Columbia leapt at the chance to record the
work (alongside the idyll, Summer Afternoon (CD1, track 5)). The producer of ‘In Town Tonight’
sent a mobile recording crew to Abbey Road Studios to broadcast the recording session to listeners
and Pathé News recorded the whole event for posterity. The surviving film is the only chance to see
Coates conduct an orchestra. The resulting record was marketed as the one listeners of ‘In Town
Tonight’ heard being made.

Also recorded that day were two movements (CD1, track 8 and CD5, track 14) from his ballet suite
The Jester at the Wedding which was written in 1932 for the Torquay Festival. Cast in six movements,
it belonged to a number of experimental works of this period, such as the single-movement phantasies
The Three Bears and Cinderella and the fifteen-minute ballet Snowdrop written around the same time
as The Jester at the Wedding. Coates chose two of the shorter movements: the opening movement
and the fourth, ‘The Dance of the Orange Blossoms’ (a close cousin of the earlier Wood Nymphs).
For some reason, perhaps because of problems with the matrix, ‘The Princess Arrives’ was re-
recorded in 1935 and all subsequent pressings were from this matrix (CD5, track 13). It was a great
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pity that Coates never recorded the entire Ballet. He frequently performed movements from it in his
concerts up and down the country. A 1943 studio performance of the entire work survives in the
BBC’s archives.

The following year, 1935, Coates returned to Abbey Road to make three separate recordings, each
among his finest. The first, in January, was to record his latest Suite, The Three Men (based on three
personalities familiar to all: the man from the country, the town and the sea) (CD5, tracks 15-17). The
recording was made only two days after the suite’s premiere under the composer at a special
broadcast concert at Broadcasting House. Cast in three movements, it is a real tour de force, with a
bucolic folk-like first movement, a jazzy middle movement (featuring a foxtrot) and witty finale
based on ‘When Jonny Comes Down to Hilo’, the last three notes of which are the first three of

‘Three Blind Mice’. Coates makes full use of this and even writes a small fugal exposition on ‘Three
Blind Mice’. The resulting recording was brilliant, with the outer movements taken at breakneck
speed and the middle movement showcasing its tenor saxophone and astonishing trumpet glissandi
(absent from his later recording of the Suite).

Three months later, Coates was back in the studio to record another two-disc set of his Phantasy,
Cinderella, and By the Sleepy Lagoon (CD1, tracks 6-7). Cinderella originated as an invitation from
the 1929 Eastbourne Festival and, unusually for Coates, was finished nearly three months before the
premiere in November. He held the Phantasy in the highest regard, informing the conductor Joseph
Lewis: ‘I think it is really the best thing I have done…’. The 1935 recording is another brilliant
performance, with the atmospheric Debussy-like opening, the Stravinskian clock striking and the
closing march (taken much faster than marked). Under the composer’s direction, the performance is
over two minutes shorter than the estimated playing time and is considerably faster than any
subsequent recording of the Phantasy by another conductor. One does wonder if he was anxious to
make sure that the Phantasy fitted on three sides.

The fourth side featured an unusual performance of By the Sleepy Lagoon which was written shortly
after Cinderella. It was inspired by the view from the Coates’ Selsey cottage looking across towards
Bognor Regis which glowed pink in the evening sunlight! The work started out as an ordinary
orchestral miniature. In 1940 Jack Lawrence had added words to the song and ‘Sleepy Lagoon’
became a rave hit in America. In every part of the UK, and in many corners of the English-speaking
world, the work will be forever associated with the BBC radio programme, ‘Desert Island Discs’, first
broadcast in 1942. For his 1935 recording, Coates was obliged to extend the three-minute
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conductor Stanford Robinson: ‘I am in the throes of orchestrating a short Romance – it is
extraordinary how difficult it is to make a simple piece interesting to play; there seems to be nothing
to work on somehow.’ I Sing to You had been completed after a period of influenza; indeed, Coates
was not well enough to conduct the premiere. Both Last Love and I Sing to You have remarkable
similarities in their structure and melodic construction. In the recordings, Coates substitutes the
scored glockenspiel for the vibraphone. He had regularly called for the instrument since he first used
it to good effect in The Three Men suite and a number of works of the 1930s. One wonders if he used
the vibraphone in his recordings as it recorded better than the glockenspiel. In I Sing to You, he
replaced the glockenspiel part with one for the vibraphone (usually playing on different beats of the
bar and in thirds instead of single notes).

After I Sing to You, Coates’ next composition was a march, Calling All Workers (CD2, track 5). When
the recording was reviewed in The Gramophone, it was described as: ‘the best piece of war-time
music I have so far heard’. Originally written at the suggestion of Phyl for her Red Cross sewing
depot (the counterpoint in the B-section sounds dangerously close to sewing machines), Coates
struggled to think of a title for the march. However, following a visit to the cinema to see a gangster
film (a favourite genre of his), the line ‘calling all cars’ being bellowed by an on-screen policeman
was neatly switched to ‘calling all workers’. So pleased was Coates with the title that all who came
into contact with the March were sworn to secrecy. To coincide with the high-profile premiere by the
BBC Theatre Orchestra, Chappell & Company had the piano version printed in large numbers (and
had their Bond Street shop window dedicated to the March). Calling All Workers was selected to be
the signature of the popular BBC radio programme ‘Music While You Work’ (at the height of the
War there were three editions a day with Coates’ march opening and closing each programme!).

Coates also recorded Calling All Workers alongside By the Sleepy Lagoon on 27 August. The March
was given a sparkling performance. As with Last Love and I Sing to You, the recording of By the
Sleepy Lagoon (CD 6, track 5) featured the substitution of the glockenspiel and triangle for the
vibraphone, often playing in chords. One strange feature of the recording (and also in the later 1948
export recording) was the omission of the characteristic muted brass interjections in the first section,
though they are present in its recapitulation. One printed edition of the score did have these omitted.
One must assume that Coates had changed his mind and only wanted them in the recapitulation of
this section.
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Both ‘Fresh Morning’ and ‘Noonday Song’ last nearly thirty seconds longer than the estimated length
marked in the score. The recording of For Your Delight was made nearly three months before its
premiere, in a BBC Christmas Broadcast.

It was not until 1940 that Coates made his next batch of gramophone recordings. He was far from
idle during this period, pursuing a ‘new direction’ in his music. Coates wished to write in a more
expansive, symphonic style using longer structures and a larger orchestra. In 1938, he finally
completed his reworking of his theatre score, Snowdrop, which he turned into a twenty-minute
single-movement work scored for the largest orchestra he ever called for. This ‘new direction’ would
reach its zenith in The Four Centuries Suite completed during 1941. The arrival of the Second World
War in 1939 heralded a difficult time for Coates and he hit a compositional fallow period: he lived
under constant threat of air raids in his central London flat from which he was eventually
unceremoniously evicted; he was forced to move first to Amersham (so far from the London he
loved) and then Hampstead; he also started to endure protracted periods of illness which would blight
the rest of his life. Also in 1940, Coates terminated his contract with Chappell & Company and
though he had a ‘gentleman’s agreement’ to offer them ‘first refusal’ on anything that he wrote he
was now free from the pressure of having to keep to a regular writing schedule; nevertheless, he kept
up a flow of compositions during the War, including a large number of marches. Consequently,
Coates had more time to devote to recording.

Coates’ first recording of 1940 was on the last day of January for Columbia. The first record was of
his most recent composition, a concert valse Footlights, a work originally entitled Behind the
Footlights and was an evocation of the halcyon days when Coates’ wife, Phyl, had been an actress
and the young composer had followed her around the country watching her act from behind the
footlights (CD2, track 1). To shorten the work, as it lasted five minutes, Coates employed a similar
technique as he had done in his recordings of ‘Mayfair’ (London Again suite), eschewing the
introduction and starting the Valse abruptly. (He also does this in his 1943 studio broadcast with the
BBC Theatre Orchestra where there were not the same time constraints; one must conclude that
Coates liked the effect). Footlights was paired with his 1937 March, inspired by a trip down the Clyde
on a friend’s tug boat, Seven Seas (Coates’ only march in 6/8 time) (CD2, track 3). The recording was
one of the few times he removed material from a march in a recording session.

The second disc made that day contained his two most recent miniatures, Last Love and I Sing to You
(CD2, tracks 2 and 4). Coates had struggled writing the former work, informing his friend, the
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composition to fill a twelve inch disc (which afforded nearly five minutes playback). The Valse
Serenade plays as written until Coates inserts a duet for violin and harp; the orchestra re-enter and
the work plays as written until the end. The effect of the new passage is slightly saccharine. Why
Coates chose By the Sleepy Lagoon to pair with Cinderella is unknown; one feels he would have been
better off recording Lazy Night or Under the Stars which had a longer playing time. Nevertheless, the
recording was a good performance and was used to introduce ‘Desert Island Discs’ until the BBC
recorded its own performance complete with seagulls and surf. For some reason, this 1935 recording
has hardly been released on CD; most discs feature the later, and poorer, 1940 recording.

The month after recording Cinderella, Coates recorded his A Song of Loyalty with the middle
movement of From Meadow to Mayfair (CD5, track 19 and CD6, track 1). A Song of Loyalty had
been written in 1935 to celebrate King George V’s Silver Jubilee. Coates was keen to stress that this
work was different from anything he had thus far attempted and was devotional in character. Coates’
wife, Phyl, wrote the text to be sung first by a soloist and then repeated by the audience. For the
recording, Lance Fairfax sang the text. The character of this disc is more subdued than that of Coates’
other recordings.

By the mid-1930s, the pattern had emerged of Coates’ latest extended work being recorded, in
conjunction with a new orchestral miniature, within days of its premiere. This was the case with the
London Again Suite (CD6, tracks 2-4). Coates chose the title because, owing to the tremendous
success of the London Suite, he thought that people were bound to call it ‘London Again’ and that he
might as well get there first! The middle movement, ‘Langham Place’ is a remarkable creation paying
homage to the nearby Broadcasting House and uses a motif Bflat-Bflat-C throughout the movement.
Coates also brings in passages from his ‘Knightsbridge’ March, then so closely associated with the
BBC. For the recording of the Suite, Coates made no major cuts or concessions to the gramophone,
except for a small cut in the middle movement. For the finale, ‘Mayfair’, Coates eschews the entire
introduction. He also retained this cut in his subsequent 1948 (CD3, tracks 9-11) and 1952 (CD4,
tracks 8-10) recordings.

The partner recording, By the Tamarisk (written in 1926 and inspired by a patch of tamarisk which
grew in front of the Coates’ Selsey cottage), was too long for the fourth side of a 78rpm record (CD1,
track 9). Instead of pruning any sections out of the Intermezzo, Coates chose to completely re-write
the coda. The resulting coda is shorter and less harmonically complex than the original. This is the
only example where he was forced to rewrite an extended passage specifically for the gramophone.
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During 1937, Coates made three two-disc recordings for HMV after nearly four years with Columbia
(though since 1931 they had, in fact, both been part of EMI). The first recording was unique; he
recorded his Saxo-Rhapsody with its dedicatee, the legendary Sigurd Rascher (CD1, track 10).
Written in 1936, the small-scale saxophone concerto was written for the Folkestone Festival. Coates
had first met Rascher (the leading saxophonist of his day and a major commissioner of new works
for the instrument) in 1935 and Rascher had suggested Coates write a work for him to play. Coates
said he would think about it. In 1936, when he received the invitation for Folkestone, he said he
would only write a work if Rascher would play it. The Festival succeeded in engaging Rascher. Like
Debussy before him, Coates chose to structure his work as a single movement rhapsody and exploit
the lyrical aspects of Rascher’s playing, especially his languid high notes. During the recording
session, Coates recalled that it was the first time a saxophone had been recorded with a symphony
orchestra in this country: ‘When it was being played in the studio the whole staff turned up in their
white coats, their faces a study, to hear what all the noise was about.’ For the recording Coates made
a number of small cuts (especially to the introduction) which tightened up and improved the structure.
He also brought the orchestra to a standstill at the end of the first side. One can see exactly what
Coates saw in Rascher’s playing and it is a performance yet to be bettered. It was a great shame that
Coates and Rascher rarely played the work together again or re-recorded the work. Rascher tried to
make another recorded performance in 1954 but, alas, the project never came to fruition.

Recorded on the same day as the Saxo-Rhapsody was a heavily truncated performance of Summer
Days Suite squashed onto one 78rpm disc (CD1, tracks 11-13). This necessitated rather savage cuts
to the first two movements (the closing Valse was given in full on the second side). The first
movement escaped with only minimal cuts, but the second movement underwent a rather brutal cut
which removed the entire middle section and cut the heart out of the movement. Given Coates’
reputation by 1937, it seems remarkable that he was forced to make such drastic alterations to one of
his most popular works.

Coates’ final foray into the recording studio in 1937 was in September to record his latest Suite,
Springtime and an infectious miniature, For Your Delight (CD1, tracks 14-17). Both works marked
a return to a more simplistic, Edward German-esque style after the complexity of The Three Men and
London Again suites. Indeed, Springtime could almost have been composed at the same time as
Summer Days and Joyous Youth and been kept hidden in a drawer for the past twenty years. The
closing valse, ‘Dance in the Twilight’ became one of his most popular works. The recording is
intriguing as it is one of the rare occasions when Coates takes the music more slowly than marked.
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Eric Coates & composer and conductor William Hill Bowen
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